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NanaWall announces Kitchen Transition with new RemoteSTACK feature
Proprietary feature stacks panels away from kitchen openings for maximum flexibility
SAN FRANCISCO – NanaWall Systems—the pioneer of the opening glass wall category—continues to evolve
the indoor/outdoor kitchen trend by offering Kitchen Transition with RemoteSTACK, which enables architects to
free up valuable space in the kitchen by stacking panels away from the opening. This gives architects control
to design around structural obstacles and remove the panels from view, creating a solution for homeowners
that offers maximum space flexibility.
“Kitchen Transition is the perfect solution for architects and homeowners to create an indoor/outdoor kitchen
with maximum flexibility,” said NanaWall CEO Ebrahim Nana. “When used in conjunction with RemoteSTACK,
the panels can stack anywhere, creating an open floor plan that is spacious for everyday use and entertaining.”
TWEET THIS: Continuing the indoor/outdoor kitchen trend, @NanaWall's #Kitchen Transition is now offered
with RemoteSTACK, which enables architects to free up valuable space in the kitchen by stacking panels away
from the traditional opening https://youtu.be/66DIkbrVGbI #glasswallsystems
The Kitchen Transition is available in two different configurations: as a Folding System or a Single Track
Sliding System. The innovative Single Track Sliding System offers the option of zero floor track (for pristine
countertops) and hidden pocketed panels with RemoteSTACK. The Kitchen Transition Folding System is a
dual-height window/door combination that allows the window and wall portions of the kitchen to open and
operate independently; any combination can be created for virtually any kitchen that faces a backyard,
courtyard or deck.
RemoteSTACK makes it possible to completely remove the glass walls from the opening and stack the panels
anywhere—along the side of the room, in a different room, or in hidden pocketed panels—even for residences
with immoveable load-bearing pillars in the middle of the floor plan. It is available in aluminum, solid wood, and
frameless designs.
For more information about Kitchen Transition with RemoteSTACK and other NanaWall products, please visit
nanawall.com.
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Click to watch Video News Release (1:16):

NanaWall now offers Kitchen Transition with RemoteSTACK,
which enables architects to free up valuable space in the
kitchen by stacking panels away from the traditional opening.

Click images to download:

NanaWall RemoteSTACK enables architects to free up
valuable space in the floorplan by stacking panels away
from the traditional opening.

The Kitchen Transition Folding System is a dual-height
window/door combination that allows the window and wall
portions of the kitchen to open and operate independently.

About NanaWall Systems
For over 30 years, NanaWall Systems has pioneered the category of opening glass wall systems. The company has earned the trust of
architects, builders, design professionals and homeowners as a custom solution for re-imagining how buildings, people and the
elements interact. By combining precision engineering and outstanding design options throughout more than 25 unique award-winning
systems, NanaWall Systems advances design possibilities beyond the conventional for almost any space. NanaWall Systems is
headquartered in the San Francisco Bay Area with 24 showroom and design studio locations across North America.
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